
1. Your Distressed-oatmeal Sweater

Pat saw Bruce at ten o’clock on a Saturday morning, or at least
that is when she thought she saw him. An element of doubt there
certainly was. This centred not on the time of the sighting, but
on the identity of the person sighted; for this was one of those
occasions when one wonders whether the eye, or even the memory,
has played a trick. And such tricks can be extraordinary, as when
one is convinced that one has seen the late General de Gaulle
coming out of a cinema, or when, against all reasonable prob-
ability, one thinks one has spotted a famous Italian tenor on a train
between Glasgow and Paisley; risible events, of course, but ones
which underline the proposition that one’s eyes are not always to
be believed.

She saw Bruce while she was travelling on a bus from one side
of Edinburgh – the South Side, where she now lived – to the
New Town, on the north side of the city, where she worked three
days a week in the gallery owned by her boyfriend, Matthew.
The bus had descended with lumbering stateliness down the
Mound, past the National Gallery of Scotland, and had turned
into Hanover Street, narrowly missing an insouciant pedestrian
at the corner. Pat had seen the near-miss – it was by the merest
whisker, she thought – and had winced, but it was just at that
moment, as the bus laboured up Hanover Street towards the
statue of George IV, that she saw a young man walking in the
opposite direction, a tall figure with Bruce’s characteristic en brosse
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hairstyle and wearing precisely the sort of clothes that Bruce
liked to wear on a Saturday: a rugby jersey celebrating Scotland’s
increasingly ancient Triple Crown victory and a pair of stone-
coloured trousers.

Her eye being caught by the rugby jersey and the stone-
coloured trousers, she turned her head sharply. Bruce! But now
she could see only the back of his head, and after a moment she
could not see even that; Bruce, or his double, had merged into
a knot of people standing on the corner of Princes Street and
Pat lost sight of him. She looked ahead. The bus would stop in
a few yards; she could disembark and make her way down to
Princes Street to see if it really was him. But then she reminded
herself that if she did that she would arrive late at the gallery,
and Matthew needed her to be there on time; he had stressed
that. He had an appointment, he said, with a client who was
proposing to place several important Colourist pictures on the
market. She did not want to hold him up, and quite apart from
that there was the question of whether she would want to see
Bruce, even if it proved to be him. She thought on balance that
she did not.
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Bruce had been her flatmate when she had first moved into 44
Scotland Street. At first, she had been rather in awe of him – after
all, he was so confident in his manner, so self-assured – and she at
the time had been so much more diffident. Then things had changed.
Bruce was undoubtedly good-looking – a fact of which he was fully
aware and of which he was very willing to take advantage; he knew
very well that women found him attractive, and he assumed that
Pat would prove no exception. Unfortunately, it transpired that he
was right, and Pat found herself drawn to Bruce in a way which
she did not altogether like. All this could have become very messy,
but at the last moment, before her longing had been translated into
anything beyond mere looking, she had come to her senses and
decided that Bruce was an impossible narcissist. She fought to free
herself of his spell, and she did. And then, having lost his job at a
firm of surveyors (after being seen enjoying an intimate lunch in
the Café St Honoré with the wife of the firm’s senior partner),
Bruce decided that Edinburgh was too small for him and had moved
to London. People who do that often then discover that London
is too big for them, much to the amusement of those who stayed
behind in Edinburgh in the belief that it was just the right size.
This sometimes leads to the comment that the only sensible reason
for leaving Scotland for London was to take up the job of prime
minister, a remark that might have been made by Samuel Johnson,
had he not been so prejudiced on this particular matter and thought
quite the opposite.

Pat had been relieved that Bruce had gone to London and it
had not occurred to her that he might return. It did not matter
much to her, of course, as she moved in different circles from those
frequented by Bruce, and she would not have to mix with him even
if he did return. But at the same time she felt slightly unsettled by
the possible sighting, especially as the experience made her feel 
an indefinable excitement, an increase in heart rate, that was not
altogether welcome. Was it just the feeling one gets on meeting
with an old lover, years afterwards? Try as one might to treat such
occasions as ordinary events, there is a thrill which marks them out
from the quotidian. And that is what Pat felt now.
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She completed the rest of the bus journey down to Dundas
Street in a thoughtful state. She imagined what she might say if
she were to meet him, and what he in turn might say to her. Would
he have been improved by living in London, or would he have
become even worse? It was difficult to tell. There must be those
for whom living in London is an enriching experience, and there
must be those who are quite unchanged by it. Pat had a feeling
that Bruce would not have learned anything, as he had never shown
any signs of learning anything when he was in Edinburgh. He
would just be Bruce.

She got off her bus a few steps from Matthew’s gallery. Through
the window, she saw Matthew at his desk, immersed in paperwork.
She looked at him fondly from a distance: dear Matthew, she
thought; dear Matthew, in your distressed-oatmeal sweater, so ordin-
ary, so safe; fond thoughts, certainly, but unaccompanied by any
quickening of the pulse.

2. Troubling Trousers

Matthew glanced at his wristwatch. Pat was a few minutes late, but
only a few minutes; not enough for him to express irritation. Besides,
he himself was rarely on time, and he knew that he could hardly
complain about the punctuality of others.

‘I have to go,’ he said, scooping up some papers from his desk.
‘Somebody wants my advice.’

‘Yes,’ said Pat. ‘You told me.’ It had been surprising to her that
anybody should seek Matthew’s advice on the Scottish Colourists,
or on any painters for that matter, as it seemed only a very short
time ago that she had found it necessary to impart to Matthew
some of her own very recently acquired knowledge of basic art
history. Only a year ago, there had been a rather embarrassing
moment when a customer had mentioned Hornel, to be greeted
by a blank look from Matthew. Yet in spite of the fact that he was
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hazy on the details, Matthew had a good aesthetic sense, and this,
Pat thought, would get him quite far in the auction rooms. A
good painting was a good painting, even if one did not know the
hand that had painted it, and Matthew had considerable ability
in distinguishing the good from the mediocre, and even the frankly
bad. It was a pity though, she thought, that this ability did not
run to clothes; the distressed-oatmeal sweater which he was
wearing was not actually in bad taste, but was certainly a bad
choice if one wanted, as Matthew did, to cut a dash. And as for
his trousers, which were in that increasingly popular shade, crushed
strawberry, Pat found herself compelled to avert her eyes. Now,
if Matthew would only wear stone-coloured chinos, as Bruce did,
then . . .

‘Chinos,’ she said suddenly.
Matthew looked up, clearly puzzled. ‘Chinos?’
‘Yes,’ said Pat. ‘Those trousers they call chinos. They’re made

of some sort of thick, twill material. You know the sort?’
Matthew thought for a moment. He glanced down at his crushed-

strawberry corduroy trousers; he knew his trousers were contro-
versial – he had always had controversial trousers, but he rather
liked this pair and he had seen a lot of people recently wearing
trousers like them in Dundas Street. Should he have been wearing
chinos? Was this Pat’s way of telling him that she would prefer it
if he had different trousers?

‘I know what chinos are,’ he said. ‘I saw a pair of chinos in a
shop once. They were . . .’ He tailed off. He had rather liked the
chinos, he remembered, but he was not sure whether he should say
so to Pat: there might be something deeply unfashionable about
chinos which he did not yet know.

‘Why are they called chinos?’ Pat asked.
Matthew shrugged. ‘I have no idea,’ he said. ‘I just haven’t really

thought about it . . . until now.’ He paused. ‘But why were you
thinking of chinos?’

Pat hesitated. ‘I just saw a pair,’ she said. ‘And . . . and of course
Bruce used to wear them. Remember?’

Matthew had not liked Bruce, although he had tolerated his
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company on occasion in the Cumberland Bar. Matthew was a modest
person, and Bruce’s constant bragging had annoyed him. But he
had also felt jealous of the way in which Bruce could capture Pat’s
attention, even if it had become clear that she had eventually seen
through him.

‘Yes. He did wear them, didn’t he? Along with that stupid rugby
jersey. He was such a . . .’ He did not complete the sentence. There
was really no word which was capable of capturing just the right
mixture of egoism, hair gel and preening self-satisfaction that made
up Bruce’s personality.

Pat moved away from Matthew’s desk and gazed out of the
window. ‘I think that I just saw Bruce,’ she said. ‘I think he might
be back.’

Matthew rose from his desk and joined her at the window. ‘Now?’
he said. ‘Out there?’

Pat shook her head. ‘No,’ she said. ‘Further up. I was on the
bus and I saw him – I’m pretty sure I did.’

Matthew sniffed. ‘What was he doing?’
‘Walking,’ said Pat. ‘Wearing chinos and a rugby jersey. Just

walking.’
‘Well, I don’t care,’ said Matthew. ‘He can come back if he

likes. Makes no difference to me. He’s such a . . .’ Again Matthew
failed to find a word. He looked at Pat. There was something
odd about her manner; it was as if she was thinking about some-
thing, and this raised a sudden presentiment in Matthew. What
if Pat were to fall for Bruce again? Such things happened; people
encountered one another after a long absence and fell right back
in love. It was precisely the sort of thing that novelists liked to
write about; there was something heroic, something of the epic,
in doing a thing like that. And if she fell back in love with Bruce,
then she would fall out of love with me, thought Matthew; if she
ever loved me, that is.

He stuffed his papers into his briefcase and moved across to Pat’s
side. She half-turned her cheek to him, and he planted a kiss on
it, leaving a small speck of spittle, which Pat wiped off. ‘I’m sorry,’
he muttered.
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‘It’s nothing,’ said Pat, adding, ‘Just spit.’
Matthew looked at her. He felt flushed, awkward. ‘I’ll be back

later,’ he said. ‘But if you need to go, then just shut up the shop.
We probably won’t be very busy.’

Pat nodded.
Matthew tried to smile. ‘And then maybe . . . maybe we can go

and see a film tonight. There’s something at the Cameo, some-
thing Czech, I think. Something about a woman who . . .’

‘Do you mind if we don’t?’ said Pat. ‘I’ve got an essay to write
and if I don’t do it soon, then Dr Fantouse will go on and on at
me, and . . .’

‘Of course,’ said Matthew. ‘Dr Fantouse. All right. I’ll see you
on . . .’

‘Wednesday.’
‘Yes. All right.’ Matthew walked towards the door. Nobody wrote

essays on Saturday night – he was convinced of that, and this meant
that she was planning to do something else; she would go to the
Cumberland Bar in the hope of meeting Bruce – that was it.

Leaving the gallery, Matthew began to walk up Dundas Street.
Glancing to his side, he looked through the gallery window. Pat
was still standing there, and he gave her a little wave with his left
hand, but she did not respond. She didn’t see me, he thought. She’s
preoccupied.

3. Famous Sons and Gothic Seasoning

Matthew was wrong about Pat. He had imagined that her claim to
be writing an essay that Saturday night was probably false and that
in reality she would be doing something quite different – some-
thing in which she did not want him to be involved. But although
it is true that students very rarely do any work on Saturday evenings
– except in extremis – in this case, Pat was telling the truth, as she
always did. There really was an essay to be completed and it really
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did have to be handed in to Dr Fantouse the following Monday.
And this indeed was the reason why she declined Matthew’s invit-
ation to the Czech film at the Cameo cinema.

Pat closed the gallery shortly after three that afternoon. Matthew
had not returned and business was slack – non-existent, in fact,
with not a single person coming in to look at the paintings. This
is what, in the retail trade, is called light footfall, there being no
commercial term – other than death – to describe the situation
where absolutely nobody came in and nothing was sold. So Pat,
having locked the cash-box in the safe and set the alarm, left the
gallery and waited on the other side of the road for the 23 bus that
would take her back to within a short walk of the parental home
– once more her home too – in the Grange, that well-set suburb
on the south side of the Meadows.

Pat’s parents lived in Dick Place, a street which had prompted
even the sombre prose of the great architectural historian John
Gifford and his collaborators into striking adjectival saliences. Dick
Place, they write in their guide to the buildings of Edinburgh, is
a street of ‘polite villas’ – a description which may fairly be applied
to vast swathes of Edinburgh suburbia. But then they warn us of
‘Gothic seasoning’, mild in some cases and wild in others, and go
on to observe how, in the case of one singled-out house, ‘tottering
crowstepped porches and skeleton chimneys contrast with massive
bald outshoots’. But Dick Place is not distinguished only by archi-
tectural exuberance; like so many streets in Edinburgh, it has its
famous sons. At its junction with Findhorn Place is the house in
which the inventor of the digestive biscuit once lived; not the only
house in Edinburgh to be associated with baking distinction – in
West Castle Road, in neighbouring Merchiston, there once lived
the father of the modern Jaffa Cake, a confection which owed its
name to the viscous orange jelly lurking under the upper coating
of chocolate. No plaque reminds the passer-by of these glories,
although there should be one; for those who invent biscuits bring
great pleasure to many.

Pat’s father, a psychiatrist, found the location very convenient.
In the mornings, he could walk from his front door to the front
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gate of the Royal Edinburgh Hospital within fifteen minutes, and
if he was consulting privately in Moray Place he could walk there
in twenty-five minutes. The walk to Moray Place was something
of a paysage moralisé – easier on the way down than on the way
back, when the cares of patients would have been deposited on his
shoulders, making Frederick Street and the Mound seem so much
steeper and Queen Street so much longer. But apart from this
undoubted convenience, what suited him about Dick Place was the
leafy quiet of the garden that surrounded the house on all four
sides. If they were to pass any comment on Dr Macgregor’s garden,
John Gifford and his friends might be sniffy about the small stone
conservatory and potting shed, with its fluted and rusticated
mullions; they might even describe the whole thing as ‘an oddity’,
but for Dr Macgregor it was his sanctuary, the place where he
might in perfect and undisturbed peace sit and read the Journal of
the Royal College of Psychiatry or the Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery
and Psychiatry.

When Pat came home that Saturday, Dr Macgregor was
ensconced in the conservatory, a small pile of such journals beside
him. He became aware of his daughter’s presence as she opened
the French windows across the lawn, but he was so thoroughly
immersed in his reading that he looked up only when Pat pushed
open the conservatory door and stood before him.

‘That must be interesting,’ she said.
He smiled, taking off his glasses and placing them down on the

table beside him. ‘Very,’ he said. ‘Some of these articles are
intriguing, to say the least. Do you know what Ganser’s Syndrome
is? That’s what I was reading about.’

Pat shook her head. ‘No idea,’ she said.
Dr Macgregor gestured to the journal lying open on his lap. ‘I

was just reading this case report about it. A classic case of Ganser’s
walked through the author’s door. He was asked what the capital
of France was and he replied Marseilles. And how many legs does
a centipede have? Ninety-nine. When did the Second World War
begin? Nineteen thirty-eight. And so on. Do you see the pattern?’

‘Just marginally out on everything?’
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‘Yes. People who have Ganser’s talk just round the edge. Dr
Ganser identified it and he called that aspect of it the Vorbeireden.
They may not know that they’re doing it, but their answers to your
questions will always be just a little bit off-beam.’

Pat looked at her father in astonishment. ‘How odd! Why?’
Dr Macgregor spread his hands in a gesture of acceptance.

‘It’s probably a response to intolerable stress. Reality is so awful
that they veer off in this peculiar direction; they enter a state of
dissociation. This poor man in the report had lost his job, lost
his wife, lost everything, in fact, and was being pursued by the
police for something or other. You can imagine that one might
start to dissociate in such circumstances.’ He paused. ‘Anyway,
you’re home.’

He smiled at Pat, and was about to ask her what sort of morning
she had had. But then Pat said: ‘Remember Bruce? I saw him this
morning. Or at least I thought I saw him.’

‘You thought you saw him?’
‘It may not have been him. Maybe I just thought that it was

him. Maybe it was somebody who was just dressed like Bruce.’
‘How interesting,’ said Dr Macgregor. He looked thoughtful.

‘Fregoli’s Syndrome.’ He added quickly, ‘I’m not being serious, of
course.’

But Pat was interested. ‘Who was Fregoli?’
‘An Italian clown,’ said Dr Macgregor. ‘An Italian clown who

never had the condition bearing his name.’

4. Some Words of Warning

‘Yes,’ said Dr Macgregor. ‘Fregoli came from Naples, or some-
where in those parts. He found himself in the forces of an Italian
general sent to Abyssinia back in the late nineteenth century. The
Italians, as you know, bullied Abyssinia . . .’ He tailed off. ‘You did
know that, didn’t you?’ Pat shook her head. Her father knew so
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